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Abstract—A cooperative approach to the sensing task of
wireless cognitive radios (CRs) is introduced based on a basis
expansion model of the power spectral density (PSD) in space
and frequency. Joint estimation of the model parameters enables
identiﬁcation of the (un)used frequency bands at arbitrary
locations and thus facilitates spatial frequency reuse. The novel
scheme capitalizes on the sparsity introduced by the narrowband
nature of transmit-PSDs relative to the broad swaths of usable
spectrum and the scarcity of position vectors where active radios
are located in space. A basis pursuit scheme is developed to
exploit this sparsity in the solution and reveal the unknown
positions of transmitting CRs. The resultant algorithm accounts
for deterministic pathloss as well as random fading propagation
and can be implemented via distributed online iterations which
solve quadratic programs locally (one per radio). Simulations
corroborate that exploiting sparsity in CR sensing reduces spatial
spectrum leakage by 15 − 20dB relative to least-squares (LS)
alternatives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spectrum sensing is a critical prerequisite in envisioned
applications of wireless cognitive radios (CRs) which promise
to resolve the perceived bandwidth scarcity versus underutilization dilemma. Detecting the interference level present
at each CR transceiver plays an instrumental role in enabling
spatial frequency reuse and allowing for dynamic spectrum
allocation in a hierarchical access model comprising primary
(licensed) and secondary (opportunistic) users [9]. The noncoherent energy detector has been widely used to this end
because it is simple and obviates the need for synchronization
with unknown transmitted signals, see e.g., [5], [6], [4], [7].
Power information collected locally per CR is fused centrally
by an access point in order to decide absence or presence of
a primary user per frequency band. These cooperative sensing
and detection schemes have been shown to cope with fading
propagation effects, reduce the average detection time and
improve throughput [5], [6], [4], [7].
The present paper introduces a collaborative sensing scheme
whereby receiving CRs cooperate to estimate the distribution
of power in space and frequency as well as triangulate the
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position of the transmitting CRs. The main contribution is a
distributed online approach to estimating a map of the power
spectral density (PSD) at arbitrary locations in space. This
is particularly useful in wide area ad-hoc networks where
the power transmitted by primary users reaches only a small
subset of CRs. Knowing the spectrum at an any location allows
remote CRs to reuse dynamically idle transmission bands. It
also enables secondary users to adapt their transmit-power so
as to minimally interfere with primary users. In this context,
the threshold for deciding occupancy of a frequency band
is not set according to the probability of false alarms but
through comparing PSD estimates with minimum power levels
prescribed by the primary users.
The goal of estimating the power distribution in space and
frequency is admittedly very ambitious. The PSD estimate
sought however, does not need to be super accurate but precise
enough to identify unused bands. This relaxed objective motivates the proposed PSD estimation using a parsimonious basis
expansion model. The general setup includes M receiving CRs
willing to cooperate in estimating the location of I transmitting
CRs as well as the frequency bands used for transmission.
Upon constructing a basis expansion model of the PSD map
Ψ(x, f ), in space x and frequency f , the novel cooperative
scheme amounts to estimating the basis expansion coefﬁcients
of Ψ(x, f ) based on PSD frequency samples fk collected at
receiving CRs located at positions xm .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II introduces the basis expansion model when the locations
xi of transmitting CRs are known and their transmit-power
is affected by deterministic pathloss effects. A centralized
algorithm is developed in Section III when CR positions
are unknown, case in which the PSD model becomes overcomplete and sparsity in the vector of expansion coefﬁcients
is exploited to obtain the locations and frequency bands of
the transmitting CRs. Random fading effects are dealt with
in Section IV by averaging the collected data to obtain a
related PSD expansion model in the mean. Based on this
average model, an iterative estimator is derived which yields
the expansion coefﬁcient vector as new data become available
per time slot. A distributed implementation of this estimator
is also developed by having CRs share information over a
control channel with their one-hop neighbors. The resultant
distributed online algorithm for block fading propagation and
unknown transmitter locations is provided in Section V.
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II. C OOPERATIVE S PECTRUM S ENSING
Let Φi (f ) denote the power spectral density (PSD) of the ith
radio’s transmission. Using a set of known bases {bj (f )}Jj=1 ,
this PSD is modeled as
Φi (f ) =

J


αij bj (f ) ,

i = 1, . . . , I

x

i

S

4

candidate locations

(1)

TA

j=1

where αij denote the expansion coefﬁcients to be estimated.
If fmin (fmax ) stands for the minimum (maximum) frequency
of the system bandwidth B := fmax − fmin , consider for
speciﬁcity that the basis comprises shifted Gaussian bells
2
bj (f ) = e−(f −f j) with center frequencies equispaced on
the frequency grid; i.e., using Matlab’s notation, fj = fmin :
(B/J) : fmax , for j = 1, . . . , J.
Consider ﬁrst a deterministic pathloss model according to
which the transmit-power from radio i received at radio m
is scaled by the loss coefﬁcient γim = exp(−||xi − xm ||2 ),
where xi (xm ) is the position vector of the ith transmitter (mth
receiver) with respect to a reference coordinate system. The
total power received by the mth radio is the superposition of
the power emitted from each active transmitting radio plus
white noise, i.e.,
Φm (f ) =

I


2
γim Φi (f ) + σm
,

m = 1, . . . , M .

(2)

i=1

Substituting (1) into (2) yields the PSD basis expansion
model
I 
J

2
Φm (f ) =
αij γim bj (f ) + σm
(3)
i=1 j=1
2
. These pawhich is linear in the parameters αij and σm
rameters are to be determined using K frequency samples
ϕmk = Φm (fk ) per receiver m over the grid fk = fmin :
(B/K) : fmax , k = 1, . . . , K.
Note that once the parameters αij are estimated, the PSD
(and as a byproduct the interference proﬁle of transmitting or
receiving CRs) at any location x is readily available as

Ψ(x, f ) =

J
I 


αij γi (x)bj (f ) .

(4)

i=1 j=1

Remark: So far it has been tacitly assumed that all position
vectors (and thus the pathloss coefﬁcients) are known. This
may be unrealistic e.g., when the primary transmitting users
are part of a legacy network and not willing to cooperatively
provide their location to secondary users. This concern will
be addressed in the next section.
2
can be
Given the data ϕmk , the unknowns αij and σm
obtained from (3) using least-squares (LS); i.e.,
min

α≥0,σ≥0

K
M 

m=1 k=1

(ϕmk −

J
I 


2 2
αij γim bj (fk ) − σm
) (5)

S

3

S2

TB

S1

Fig. 1.
Virtual network grid with 25 candidate locations and 2 actual
transmitters.

III. E STIMATION VIA BASIS P URSUIT
If the position vectors are treated as unknown variables, the
model in (3) becomes nonlinear and the LS optimization in (5)
is rendered non-convex with multiple local minima. To bypass
this challenge, the novel approach adopted here is to introduce
a virtual grid of candidate locations as in Fig. 1, where the
points xi are no longer the actual positions of e.g., primary
users but known spatial coordinates where transmitting or
receiving radios could be present.
With the use of this virtual grid, one solution of (5) with
unknown position vectors is possible via exhaustive search,
as follows: Assume that only one transmitter is present, and
for each candidate location on the grid estimate α using
(5). Subsequently, assume that two transmitters are present
and for each pair of candidate locations on the grid obtain
estimates of α via (5); and so on, until covering the entire grid.
Comparing the resultant LS errors and taking into account the
model complexity (number of unknowns as in e.g., Akaike’s
Information Theoretic criterion) it is possible to obtain the
unknown parameters in a parsimonious basis expansion.
The exhaustive search is clearly undesirable because it
incurs combinatorial complexity in the number of grid points.
Innovative results in the area of compressed sensing on the
other hand, see e.g., [2] and [3], prompted us to avoid
this search through the use of convex algorithms that are
particularly suitable when the vector of unknowns is sparse
and the locations of the nonzero entries are unknown.
These algorithms share the idea of minimizing the L1
norm of the unknown vector in order to exploit the sparsity
present. The basis pursuit (BP) algorithm [3] in particular,
amounts to
(5) by superimposing the L1 term
Imodifying
J
||α||1 := i=1 j=1 αij weighted by a tuning parameter λ,
as follows

i=1 j=1

where the vectors α (σ) collect the naturally nonnegative
2
).
coefﬁcients αij (σm
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min

α≥0, σ≥0

K
M 

m=1 k=1

2mk + λ

J
I 

i=1 j=1

αij

(6)

mk := ϕmk −

I 
J


2
αij γim bj (fk ) − σm
.

ϕ̄mk =

i=1 j=1

IV. B LOCK FADING P ROPAGATION
In addition to deterministic path loss, the propagation model
in this section will allow for random block fading effects.
This will be accomplished by averaging the model in (3)
across time slots. To this end, consider replacing each pathloss
coefﬁcient γim in (3) by a random variable γ̃im that is assumed
exponentially distributed. Each fading coefﬁcient γ̃im remains
constant per time slot n, of duration equal to the channel’s
coherence time, but is allowed to change independently from
slot to slot. The sample mean of γ̃im across slots replaces
γim in Section II and is clearly a function of the distance
between transmitting and receiving radios. Compactly written,
we assume per slot n that
(n)

γ̃im ∼ exp(1/γim ) .

(7)

i.i.d.

with Eγ̃ (γ̃im ) = γim . Since the fading model is linear in the
fading coefﬁcients γ̃im , i.e.,
J
I 


2
αij γ̃im bj (fk ) + σm

(8)

min

.

(11)

i=1 j=1
I 
J


2
αij γim bj (fk ) − σm
.

(12)

As transmitting radios are switched on and off certain coefﬁcients αij become nonzero while others vanish. This algorithm can be furnished with tracking capability by simply
applying an exponentially weighted moving average window
to the data, instead of the sample mean; that is, ϕ̄mk =
1−β N −1 n (n)
n=0 β ϕmk
1−β N
Furthermore, (11) lends itself naturally to adaptive, i.e.,
time-recursive implementation, whereby α estimates are updated online as new data become available per time slot.
V. D ISTRIBUTED O NLINE A LGORITHM
Either batch or adaptive solutions of (11) yield PSD estimates at arbitrary receiving points in space of the aggregate
spectrum formed by the superposition of signals emitted from
transmitting radios positioned at unknown locations. However,
the approach developed so far requires availability of the data
ϕmk at a designated central unit, e.g., an access point. The
goal of this section is to develop a distributed solution of (11),
whereby radios cooperate to estimate the PSD by exchanging
messages with one-hop neighbors over a dedicated control
channel.
Although PSD samples are acquired locally per receiving
radio, the challenge in obtaining a distributed solution arises
because the coefﬁcients αij are global variables common to all
radios. This fact is indeed what requires cooperation among
radios as remarked in Section I. Fortunately, it is possible
to overcome this challenge by applying recent distributed
optimization approaches based on consensus. Speciﬁcally, we
will adopt the alternating direction method of multipliers [1],
deﬁne local copies α(m) of α and constrain them to coincide,
i.e., consent, as in [8]. Applying these steps to (11) the problem
is decoupled as

(9)

M 
K


2
¯2mk (α(m) , σm
)+

m=1 k=1
(m)

s. to αij

i=1 j=1

The next step is to replace Eγ̃ (ϕmk ) by the sample mean
N
(n)
ϕ̄mk = N −1 n=1 ϕmk . Assuming that the coefﬁcients αij
are invariant during the averaging process, it follows that

m=1 k=1

i=1 j=1

α≥0,σ≥0

αij γim bj (fk ) +

I 
J

2
2
¯mk (α, σm
) +λ
αij

2
) := ϕ̄mk −
¯mk (α, σm

min

2
σm

K
M 



α≥0, σ≥0

taking expectation with respect to γ̃ yields
Eγ̃ (ϕmk ) =

(10)

Consequently, when block fading effects are accounted for, the
coefﬁcients αij are estimated by solving [cf. (6)]

i=1 j=1

J
I 


2
αij γim bj (fk ) + σm
.

i=1 j=1

Setting λ = 0 yields the standard LS solution, while
increasing
 λ pushes the solution towards the origin. The choice
λ = σ̂ 2 log(IJ) is advocated in [3] to tradeoff lower LS
ﬁtting error for higher degree of sparsity in the solution.
The minimization in (6) constitutes a quadratic program. It
seeks estimates of αij when the location of the primary users
is unknown. (We stress that xi are no longer the true position
vectors of the transmitters but points in a prescribed grid of
candidate locations.)
Sparsity in α is manifested because the basis expansion
model is parsimonious both in frequency as well as in space.
Indeed, relative to the possibly huge (over say 10GHz) system
bandwidth, individual transmissions occupy a small fraction
(in the order of MHz). Likewise, active radios are located only
on a small fraction of the grid points. If the radio located at
point xi is idle, then αij = 0 for all j. But even when a
transmitting radio is present at xi , the entries αij = 0 for all
the bases bj (f ) with support outside the bandwidth occupied
by the ith radio.
It will be shown in Section VI that recovering the sparsity
in the solution corresponds to revealing the location of the
transmitters and their transmission bands.

ϕmk = Φm (fk ) =

J
I 


(m )

= αij

M
I
J
λ    (m)
α
M m=1 i=1 j=1 ij

∀ m ∈ Nm

(13)

where α collects all the local copies, ¯mk is deﬁned as in (12)
and Nm is a neighborhood around the mth receiving radio.
These neighborhoods deﬁne a graph with local control links.
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Fig. 2. True PSD transmitted by TA and TB and estimates obtained by four
methods under consideration.

Fig. 3.
Power of the estimates obtained with the four methods under
consideration normalized to the power of the actually transmitted signals.

Note that if the neighborhoods are selected so that the graph
is connected, then (13) is equivalent to (11). The connectivity
assures that the coefﬁcients α(m) in the solution of (13) are
equal for all m and thus equal to the solution of (11).
The distributed algorithm follows from (13) after writing the
augmented Lagrangian and using the method of multipliers [1].
Each radio solves the following problem locally in an iterative
fashion (t denotes the iteration index)
K

(m)
2
¯2mk (α(m) , σm
)
α (t) = arg min

marked as TA and TB . The cooperating radios scan K = 128
frequencies from 15 to 30Mhz and adopt a basis expansion
model over this band comprising J = 15 bases. The PSD of
the signals transmitted by TA and TB are marked as P SDA
and P SDB , respectively, and are depicted by the bold solid
line in Fig. 2.
At the mth receiving radio the (K = 128)-point periodogram of white Gaussian noise is added to the superposition
of the PSDs received from both transmitters.
Given these data samples, four algorithms are tested to
identify the locations of the transmitters and recover P SDA
and P SDB . The ﬁrst one corresponds to the centralized
basis pursuit algorithm with deterministic pathloss [cf. (6)].
The second one yields the LS estimate under nonnegativity
constrains obtained after setting λ = 0 [cf. (5)] . The third
one relies on sample averaging to cope with random fading
and implements the distributed scheme [cf. (13)]; while the
last one corresponds again to the distributed scheme but with
an exponentially weighted moving average window.
Fig. 2 shows that the four schemes underestimate the
actual PSDs. For the basis pursuit, sample mean and moving
average algorithms the gap can be explained by the fact
that λ pushes the solution towards the origin. This gap can
be reduced by discarding the dimensions of the vector α
associated with null coefﬁcients in the solution and adjusting
it by performing a round of standard LS estimation over
the remaining dimensions. Fig. 3 depicts the evolution of
iterates across time. Besides additive noise, notice that the
sample mean and moving average solutions are affected also
by random fading. The sample mean outperforms BP because
after sufﬁciently many iterations, the Lagrange multipliers
stabilize and fading and noise are asymptotically averaged
out. The moving average scheme on the other hand trades
of estimation accuracy for improved tracking capability.
It is worth observing that the nonzero coefﬁcients in all
solutions correspond to bases inside the transmission bands,
which conﬁrms correct estimation of the PSD support. To
this end, the power estimates falling outside this support

α≥0, σ≥0
I

+
+

k=1

J

λ   (m)
α
M i=1 j=1 ij


μTmm (t − 1)(α(m) − α(m ) )
m ∈Nm

+


m ∈Nm


c (m)
||α
− α(m ) ||2
2


(14)

and updates its multipliers using a stochastic gradient iteration


μmm (t) = μmm (t − 1) + c(α(m) (t) − α(m ) (t));

(15)

subsequently, it communicates the sparse α (t) and
μmm (t) iterates with its one-hop neighbors. These three steps
are performed per time slot t and repeated in an online loop.
During each iteration the data sample mean ϕ̄mk is updated
after incorporating each new sample, and a reduced quadratic
program is solved locally.
The loop speciﬁed by (14) and (15) is the resulting distributed online algorithm for estimating the transmitter locations and the aggregate PSD in lieu of an access point.
(m)

VI. S IMULATIONS
The network setup used for simulations is shown in Fig. 1.
It consists of M = 4 receiving radios cooperating to estimate
the PSD coefﬁcients and locate transmitters in a grid of I = 25
candidate locations. Fig. 1 also depicts two transmitting radios,
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Fig. 4. Aggregate power of spurious estimates outside the transmission bands
normalized to the power of the transmitted signals.

Fig. 5. Aggregate power of spatially spurious estimates normalized to the
power of the transmitted signals.

were added and compared to the actual transmission power.
Fig. 4 shows how the iterative algorithms set these aggregate
estimates to values under −30dB.
However, all solutions entail spurious PSD estimates in
space; that is, residual transmission power leaks at points
of the grid where no transmitter is present. To capture this
leakage, the sum-power of the spurious PSD estimates added
over all the idle grid points is used as a ﬁgure of merit. Fig. 5
compares this sum-power with the actual transmission power
and shows that the iterative algorithms outperform the rest as
far as localizing transmitters is concerned. Even though the
LS scheme accurately estimates the received signals, it incurs
over-ﬁtting errors. Without sparsity constraints, the estimator
selects points in the grid that are close to the receiving CRs
and for each one yields a basis expansion over frequency that
resembles the received signal plus noise. The result is a PSD
with many spurious estimates which justiﬁes the use of the
term λ||α||1 in the optimization problem. This term enforces
sparsity in the solution which translates to a parsimonious
selection of a transmitters, leading to the identiﬁcation of the
correct positions.

distributed online fashion where each radio solves iteratively
(per time slot) a reduced-dimension quadratic program locally
and exchanges information with its one-hop neighbors to
obtain the globally optimum solution via consensus. Simulations conﬁrmed that the iterative algorithm outperforms the
centralized one in the presence of fading due to its ability to
average out the noise. Additional tests revealed that an exponentially weighted moving average alternative can tradeoff
estimation error performance for improved tracking of slowly
varying PSDs. Finally, simulations corroborated that exploiting
sparsity is well justiﬁed in distributed sensing because LS
alternatives incur 15 − 20dB higher leakage of power across
space.

VII. C ONCLUDING S UMMARY
The key challenge in developing cognitive wireless
transceivers is enabling them to sense the ambient power
spectral density at arbitrary locations in space. The present
paper addressed this challenging task through a parsimonious
basis expansion model of the PSD in frequency and space. This
model reduces the sensing task to estimating a sparse vector of
unknown parameters. As a byproduct, sparsity also facilitates
localization of transmitting radios. The associated estimators
rely on the basis pursuit algorithm which here enforces sparsity
in the solution to reveal the position and frequency bands of
transmitting radios. Once these become available, the model
characterizes how power is distributed in frequency and space
– the major step enabling spatial frequency reuse.
The novel cooperative sensing approach can be implemented not only in a batch, centralized mode, but also in a
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